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Abstract
Making data compliant with the FAIR Data principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
Reusable) is still a challenge for many researchers, who are not sure which criteria should be met
first and how. Illustrated from experimental data tables associated with a Design of Experiments,
we propose an approach that can serve as a model for a research data management that allows
researchers to disseminate their data by satisfying the main FAIR criteria without insurmountable
efforts. More importantly, this approach aims to facilitate the FAIRification process by providing
researchers with tools to improve their data management practices.
Keywords: Research Data Management; FAIR Data principles; FAIR assessment; experimental
data tables

Background
The publication of research data according to the FAIR principles [1] has become a major
challenge with the aim of integrating them into the overall research process (e.g. European
commission explicitly mentions FAIR principles as a mandatory reference [2]). However,
implementing these principles is not so easy and requires changes in data management practices.
According to Jacobsen et al [3], the FAIR principles can be seen as a consolidation of good data
management practices to extend management to the notion of machine reuse of data. Thus, it
seems appropriate to use virtuous principles as far upstream as possible from the data rather
than trying to comply with FAIR principles downstream. This is the starting point of the approach
we propose in order to integrate these principles into the practices of researchers.

Set the scene
Let's take a concrete example from the plant biology domain. A study on the metabolism of tomato
fruits [4] involved growing several hundred tomato plants in greenhouses. This multifactorial
experiment (stages of development and type of treatment applied to each group of plants)
generated a dozen large experimental data tables. Part of the data was acquired in the
greenhouse manually using spreadsheets. While another part of the data comes from biochemical
and metabolomics analyses, carried out on the thousand samples taken and returned in the form
of data tables weeks or even months later.
The use of spreadsheets is therefore central here, being the tool par excellence for researchers.
However, many manual handling is required to link together experimental data tables from several
analytical techniques, according to samples. Such repeated data handling, a potential source of
errors, can compromise the consistency of data, which must be managed throughout the study
by ensuring that each analysis is well linked to its sample. In addition, this study involved several
partners who wanted to access the data as soon as possible. We needed to review our data
management practices. The question remained as to how to motivate and convince researchers
to change their practice a little.

To promote good practices, provide services
To bring about a change in habits, an improvement in the gains/efforts ratio can act as a
motivational lever. This is precisely the basis of our approach: to provide tools and services that
are truly useful to researchers in order to get them to adopt good practices. Thus, a tool allowing

to automatically combine data sets according to a common attribute (identifiers) would be easily
adopted because it would allow several types of variables to be analyzed according to different
parameters without any tedious data handling. Now, it is very likely that the spreadsheet will
continue to be used despite its drawbacks, in particular the lack of constraint on information
structure that, paradoxically, makes it so popular. Rather, an approach is needed that largely
avoids such drawbacks. In this perspective, we propose a data structuring similar to data
dictionaries that is easy to implement by the researchers themselves, because essentially using
a spreadsheet (Figure 1). Structural metadata (e.g. links between data tables) are described,
together with unambiguous definitions of all internal elements (e.g. column definitions along with
their semantic definition), through links to accessible definitions, such as community-approved
ontologies where possible, as recommended by Jacobsen et al [3]. The change in practice
consists mainly in doing this structuring work upstream of any data processing, knowing that from
this structuring, the researchers can thus have tools at their disposal to avoid very timeconsuming, repetitive and tedious tasks later on. Better still, it opens up data on a whole
ecosystem of potential applications, according to their needs and skills (Figure 2).
The advantage of this approach is manifold. It allows the data to be structured in such a way that
the researcher i) can proceed step by step as the data become available and ii) can easily exploit
it with tools immediately afterwards. In doing so, the researcher performs a data FAIRification in
order to handle it more efficiently and not only for publishing it. Thus, it is the FAIRification of data
that is integrated by design into the data processing workflow. In addition, from the structured
metadata it becomes possible to convert them directly into a standard format. In our case, we
used a data format based on a community, open, interoperability standard [5]. Slightly adapted to
our needs e.g. by specifying the category of each attribute, it now enables to disseminate the data
according to an open schema that greatly facilitates the reuse of the data by machines (Figure
3). Data generation according to this open schema is included in the proposed tools and does not
require additional effort for the researcher. So, in our approach data FAIRification is closely
related to data management, avoiding a retroactive process that would require more time, costs
and computer skills [6,7].

Publication of data
When it comes to publishing their results, researchers usually provide the minimum required to
support their claims [8]. This generally results in a loss of data (quantitative aspect) and
information (qualitative aspect) compared to the totality of the data acquired during the study.
However, journal editors and reviewers are increasingly recommending that all data, complete

and non-synthetic, generated during the course of the study be made available. We believe that
our approach should facilitate this dissemination because the work has been done upstream, and
that when needed the data can be deposited in an appropriate repository quickly enough without
having to do data archaeology, while at the same time meeting the essential criteria of the FAIR
principles is guaranteed (Additional files 1,2 and 3). In addition, the expected benefits are
numerous, including exploiting the full potential of the data sets, improving the reproducibility and
reliability of the data, but also increasing visibility and citation due to the reuse of the data by both
humans and machines.
Furthermore, a lever of motivation would be the recognition of this effort to publish data according
to the FAIR principles. Unfortunately, researchers who devote time and expertise to activities like
data curation are not currently rewarded by traditional career progression metrics. We believe
that this should change in the future, and crediting and rewarding mechanisms are the subject of
the Research Data Alliance SHAring Rewards and Credit Interest Group [9].

Summary of the proposed approach and beyond
1. To provide researchers with services that are truly useful, time-saving and efficient. Care
must also be taken not to deprive them of their know-how or trap them in turnkey solutions
that prevent any opportunity of testing several hypotheses or scenarios. Rather, we need
to open the data to a whole ecosystem of software possibilities.
2. They are the ones who have the best control and understanding over their data, so they
are in the best position to annotate it. On the other hand, it is necessary to assist them as
much as possible in this process, by proposing protocols and methods adapted to their
computer skills, a domain which is not their core expertise. In particular, dictionaries of
vocabulary corresponding to their field and frequently used should be provided in order to
standardize the annotations as much as possible.
3. Behind a dataset, there is often an involved team with a wide range of skill levels. We
must take into account their way of working, their work habits; so instead of wanting to
change their habits completely, we must rather adapt them in a way that is beneficial to
them, and make them actors in the data FAIRification process. Probably the best FAIR
training is the one based on their data. But it is necessary to capitalize on good practices
in written protocols, and referenced into data management plans.
4. Researchers must be involved in the data FAIRification process by providing them with
tools for assessing their practices so that they can progressively improve them in stages,

having properly integrated each of the criteria implemented. Especially, these assessment
tools should highlight all the steps where small actions can significantly improve the
FAIRification of the data. They will thus be more inclined to integrate them into their
practice with full knowledge of the facts.
5. Finally, a last word on the data provenance: not only the authors, but above all the context,
the methods of data acquisition and processing are crucial information for a good reuse.
Unfortunately, this aspect is somewhat neglected, if not absent. An effort still needs to be
made in this direction in order to sensitize and motivate data producers.
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Figures

Figure 1: ODAM-compliant structural metadata associated with the FRIM experimental data files: (A) Since all the
experimental data tables were generated as part of an experiment associated with a Design of Experiment (DoE),
each file thus contains data acquired sequentially as the experiment progressed. There must therefore be a link
between each file, i.e. information that connects them together. In most cases, this information corresponds to
identifiers. Thus, we can depict all data tables as a tree, the implicit link that connects them together being "obtained
from''. We need two specific files (B &C) to describe the structural metadata of the whole dataset, where only a part
of each of them are shown here. (B) This metadata file makes it possible to associate each data subset with a key
concept corresponding to the main entity of the subset, each subset being stored as a file (the grey rectangle). It
also defines for each subset the link to the subset it originates (grey arrows). (C) This metadata file allows to annotate
each attribute (concept/variable) with some minimal but relevant metadata, such as: its description with its unit,
the data type, but also its category. (D) The category defined by controlled vocabulary (CV) is used to specify the
type of each variable. In each of these two files (entities and attributes), it is possible to annotate each of the terms
with unambiguous definitions through links to accessible (standard) definitions. Thus constructed, this metadata
constitutes a dictionary describing each file (entity) as well as all the columns of the tables (attributes) offering a
better guarantee in the correct (re)use of the data for users who have not produced these data. See Data Preparation
Protocol for ODAM Compliance for more details (doi:10.17504/protocols.io.betcjeiw).

Figure 2: ODAM software suite: In light blue (promote <-> provide) the engine of the approach, in purple the data
and metadata provided by the user, in dark blue the activities related to the life cycle of the data. The whole process
is implemented primarily to make better use of its data before its dissemination. The ODAM software embeds an
API (Application Programming Interface) layer that allows interoperability between the different tables and the
applications that will be able to use them. With the help of this layer, it opens up a whole ecosystem of potential
applications, depending on your needs but also on your skills in the proposed tools. From the set of data files (which
are non-combined tables, each corresponding to a particular observational unit that we name an entity), the user
can: 1) Visualize the data associated with their metadata according to several criteria and in a completely interactive
way with the help of the data explorer. 2) Export in tabular form subsets selected according to his criteria with
combined, merged data. 3) Build and test his models more easily using a scripting language such as R, which allows
it to repeat different scenarios according to a variety of parameters. An R package allows to perform extractions
according to the same criteria as those proposed in the data explorer. The benefit of this approach is that the "life
of the data" is integrated into the scientific research process, according to good data management practices that
meet the essential FAIR criteria. The FAIRification can be considered from two points of view: 1/ It is linked to the
data life cycle by the annotations and curations made on the data themselves, and to the quantity and quality of the
information associated with the data (protocols, publications, keywords, ...), 2/ it can also be considered from the
point of view of its data management practices, which must improve over time, which is precisely what the FAIR
assessment grids attempt to measure, and more particularly the reproducibility and reusability of the data. See
ODAM Deployment and User's Guide for more details (https://inrae.github.io/ODAM/).

Figure 3: Interconnection of the different elements of the FRIM dataset from the Data INRAE repository as a hub
(based on Dataverse https://dataverse.org/). By relying on explicit schemas (JSON-LD, JSON Schema) for both
metadata and data, it becomes possible to reuse the data without friction, both by humans and machines. The use
of spreadsheets greatly facilitates the annotation of data with metadata by the data producers themselves. Thus,
this is technology, however powerful, that becomes part of the practices of non-experts in the domain, not the other
way around. In addition, this further enhances the FAIR criteria, especially the reuse and interoperability criteria. We
used three FAIR grids, very different from each other. The first one, the OZONOME 5-star data ranking tool, aims to
perform an evaluation based on the FAIR principles as defined by Willkinson et al. (2016). The main result is an
overall rating, indicating the overall fairness of the data set. The other two grids are dedicated to a more refined
assessment. The Fair Data Maturity Model (FDMM) document describes a maturity model for the FAIR assessment
with indicators, priorities and assessment methods, which are useful for standardizing assessment approaches in
order to allow comparison of their results. Whereas the FAIR SHARC (SHAring Rewards and Credit) document allows
the fairness of projects and associated human processes to be assessed, either by external evaluators or by the
researchers themselves. Therefore, these grids cannot be compared with each other, but rather complement each
other. Overall, the FAIRness of our dataset using the ODAM+Dataverse combination is of a good standard. However,
to achieve complete FAIRification, we need to move towards semantic web approaches. By relying on explicit data
schemas, the effort to climb this mountain can be envisaged with less fear.

Additional files
Additional file 1. FAIR evaluation of the FRIM1 dataset according to the 5 ★ Data Rating Tool
grid. It aims to perform an evaluation based on the FAIR principles as defined by Willkinson et al.
(2016). The main result is an overall rating, indicating the overall fairness of the data set.
https://inrae.github.io/ODAM/html/Ozome_FRIM.html
Additional file 2. FAIR assessment of the FRIM1 dataset according to the FDMM (FAIR Data
Maturity Model) grid. This document describes a maturity model for the FAIR assessment with
indicators, priorities and assessment methods, which are useful for standardizing assessment
approaches
in
order
to
allow
comparison
of
their
results.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a520Cbu8bryEeZIPI3h1l6zkaO7MZ39-/view?usp=sharing%22
Additional file 3. FAIR assessment of the FRIM1 dataset according to the SHARC (Sharing
Rewards and Credit) grid. This document allows the fairness of projects and associated human
processes to be assessed, either by external evaluators or by the researchers themselves.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uif-jy9QBno_WPnpGL14LFpDzL366tMH/view?usp=sharing

